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Welcome...:
Step 1 Fill in My Handwriting Template.
Print “My Handwriting Template” and
Guide (if desired). Use a suitable pen
(e.g. a black permanent marker of finexAscender
or
- Height
medium thickness) to write the characters.
Baseline
Descender
Print them as you would normally write.
We don’t recommend the use of a ballpoint
pen, it is too thin and doesn’t give a xAscender
- Height
consistent result. Draw your characters
in
Baseline
the cells indicated, making sure to not Descender
touch the grid lines.
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In the sample above, the top row is designed to have the letters be more uniform.
Notice there are little marks on each cell. These will help you write the characters in
the right dimensions, and in the best position for each cell. As you can see, most of
the characters are placed on the baseline. The small letter “g” goes below the
baseline. Capital letters and digits have the same size. The second row in the sample
will not have consistent sizes or positioning. Many fonts have a whimsical look and
you may choose to not place characters in the proper spacing to achieve that feel.
To help fill in the characters using the right spacing and size, you may want to use the
Template Guide. Simply print the Template Guide and place it below your empty
Handwriting Template so the guidelines show through the paper.

Step 2 Scan Completed Template
After you have completed the Template, put the template page as straight as possible
on the scanner bed. Scan the template at a 300 dpi resolution. If your characters
contain details (e.g. thin strokes) you should use a higher resolution. Save only as
jpeg (.jpg). Your font will be named the same as your .jpg is named.

Step 3 Submit Scanned Template
Email your .jpg to Fonts@MemoryMixer.com. Please include your order #, the name
for your font and the email address you would like your font sent to. Please allow up to
1 week for delivery. If you have created a font using doodles, you may want to keep
your template for quick reference.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to email info@memorymixer.com or
call 801.298.1979.

Happy Mixin’!
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Your Name:

Order No:

eMail Font to:

Font (jpg) Name:

My Handwriting Font Template
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eMail completed template to:
Fonts@MemoryMixer.com
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